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Abstract7

In this work, a neural network based terramechanics model and terrain estimator

is presented with an outlook for optimal control applications such as model pre-

dictive control. Recognizing the limitations of the state-of-the-art terramechan-

ics models in terms of operating conditions, computational cost, and continuous

differentiability for gradient-based optimization, an efficient and twice continu-

ously differentiable terramechanics model is developed using neural networks for

dynamic operations on deformable terrains. It is demonstrated that the neural

network terramechanics model is able to predict the lateral tire forces accurately

and efficiently compared to the Soil Contact Model as a state-of-the-art model.

Furthermore, the neural network terramechanics model is implemented within a

terrain estimator and it is shown that using this model the estimator converges

within around 3% of the true terrain parameter. Finally, with model predictive

control applications in mind, which typically rely on bicycle models for their

predictions, it is demonstrated that utilizing the estimated terrain parameter

can reduce prediction errors of a bicycle model by orders of magnitude. The

result is an efficient, dynamic, twice continuously differentiable terramechanics

model and estimator that has inherent advantages for implementation in model

predictive control as compared to previously established models.
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1. Introduction10

Autonomous ground vehicles (AGVs) have gained traction for military ap-11

plications that could endanger human operators such as supply transport and12

reconnaissance [8]. With regards to such applications, several considerations13

motivate this work. First, vehicles are often required to operate on deformable14

terrains, where terrain properties are not explicitly known but greatly affect15

the vehicle’s mobility [20, 2]. Second, state-of-the-art autonomous navigation16

strategies often rely on model-dependent architectures [15, 16]. Third, efficient17

implementation of such navigation strategies require models to be twice contin-18

uously differentiable; however, state-of-the-art terramechanics models are often19

limited in terms of dynamic operation, computational complexity, or continuous20

differentiability [15, 20, 12, 9, 19, 5, 2]. As such, in order to achieve safe and reli-21

able operation of AGVs in off-road conditions, it is necessary to be able to learn22

a more accurate representation of the terrain online and capture this tire-terrain23

interaction through an efficent, dynamic, and twice continuously differentiable24

terramechanics model such that it can be implemented in planners to achieve25

more informed and reliable autonomous navigation.26

Trajectory planning is a critical aspect in the development of autonomous27

vehicles. It consists of sensing the environment a vehicle is operating in and28

determining control commands to safely navigate the vehicle in that environ-29

ment [15]. In this context, safety refers to not only defining a collision free path,30

but also avoiding dynamical safety hazards such as vehicle rollover. Among the31

many methods available for safe navigation of autonomous vehicles, optimiza-32

tion based approaches are often preferred, as they allow for one to formally and33

explicitly implement safety constraints and vehicle dynamics while also remain-34

ing computationally efficient and ensuring optimality [15]. However, inherent35

to the efficiency of such optimization based approaches, including Model Pre-36
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dictive Control (MPC), is the requirement that all functions in the optimal37

control problem be twice continuous differentiable [15]. For vehicles operating38

on deformable terrains, this requirement is restrictive due to the complexity of39

the interactions generated at the tire-terrain interface. As such, it is impor-40

tant that the terramechanics model not only be of high fidelity under dyanmic41

operation, such that the full operating range of the AGV can be realized, but42

also satisfy the constraint of twice continuous differentiability while remaining43

computationally efficient.44

Terramechanics modeling can be divided into three general categories: (1)45

empirical models, which are the simplest, but face difficulties in application be-46

yond the test conditions used in development; (2) physics based models, which47

have demonstrated the highest fidelity at the cost of high computational ex-48

pense; and (3) semi-empirical models, which strike a balance between compu-49

tational efficiency and fidelity, and hence are better suited for real-time esti-50

mation and control [20]. Of the semi-empirical methods, Bekker-based models51

have emerged as perhaps the most widely used [4, 9, 19, 5]. In these models52

the stresses are calculated over the contact patch between a rigid tire and the53

deformable terrain, and integrated to obtain the forces acting on the tire [19].54

To accurately represent the complex stress distribution generated at the con-55

tact patch, Bekker-based models rely on numerous parameters that describe the56

terrain characteristics, such as cohesion and internal friction angle, to name a57

few. However, knowledge of these parameters is limited in vehicle operation,58

where a vehicle may be operating on unknown terrains or terrains in which the59

properties vary. Furthermore, classical Bekker-based models are often limited60

in application to steady-state operation [19].61

An extension of Bekker’s method, known as the Soil Contact Model (SCM),62

essentially discretizes the tire-terrain interaction and allows for dynamic opera-63
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tion [20, 13]. However, due to the discretization and integration of stress, SCM64

can potentially be too computationally expensive for real-time applications [2].65

In response to this limitation, a Bekker-based SCM surrogate model was devel-66

oped to extend classical Bekker theory to account for some additional dynamic67

effects [2]. While the surrogate model developed in [2] proved sufficient for esti-68

mation purposes, the lack of twice continuous differentiability poses difficulties69

when utilized in model-dependent navigation algorithms, such as MPC [15].70

As such, a computationally efficient, twice continuously differentiable dy-71

namic terramechanics model for deformable terrains is still needed. A potential72

candidate to address this need is neural networks, which have already demon-73

strated success in predicting tire forces for on-road applications [1, 10, 17];74

however, extending such approaches to deformable terrains is still an open re-75

search area. The efficiency and continuous differentiability of neural networks76

makes them a suitable candidate for a terramechanics model in off-road model-77

dependent navigation architectures. However, such surrogate models will still78

rely on numerous parameters that characterize the terrain properties that are79

likely to be unknown a priori and hence need to estimated online.80

Researchers have already recognized the need for terrain estimation and81

several approaches can be found in the literature. In [4, 3], an in depth dis-82

cussion of an offline Bayesian procedure for terrain parameter identification is83

presented. Others have proposed a linear least squares estimator for two terrain84

parameters: cohesion and internal friction angle [8, 7]. However, the work relies85

on linearized terramechanics models, which can result in inaccurate force pre-86

dictions [24], hence limiting its applicability in model-predictive architectures.87

Finally, in [2] an accurate SCM surrogate model and an online terrain estima-88

tor has been proposed; however, the terramechanics model lacks the continuous89

differentiability required by many model-dependent navigation algorithms, such90
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as MPC. As such, an online terrain estimator that utilizes a twice continuously91

differentiable terramechanics model is needed.92

Recognizing the needs identified above, this study presents a new approach93

for terramechanics modeling and its implementation within estimation for de-94

formable terrains. First, due to the large computation time associated with95

integrating stresses in SCM and limitations of state-of-the-art terramechanics96

models, an efficent, dynamic, twice continuously differentiable terramechanics97

model is developed based on neural networks with sufficient agreement with98

SCM. Then, the neural network is implemented in the estimation architecture99

of [2] to identify the dominant terrain parameter, namely, the sinkage exponent.100

The results are compared to that of [2]. The outcome is an efficient, dynamic,101

twice continuously differentiable terramechanics model and its implementation102

within an estimation architecture that can be used to better inform control and103

path-planning algorithms for AGVs.104

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Sec. 2 briefly discusses several105

state-of-the-art terramechanics models for deformable terrains and presents the106

new neural-network based approach to terramechanics modeling, along with107

the terrain estimation architecture. Sec. 3 presents the vehicle models, i.e., the108

full-order model utilized in simulating the plant as well as the reduced-order109

model utilized in the estimation architecture. Sec. 4 demonstrates the ability of110

the proposed neural network architecture to estimate critical terrain parameters111

and improve model prediction capabilities as compared to that proposed in [2].112

Finally, Sec. 5 discusses the conclusions of this study.113
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2. Terramechanics Modeling and Estimation114

2.1. Terramechanics Models115

In this work, three terramechanics models are utilized for various purposes.116

First, SCM is utilized as the ground truth and serves as the terramechanics117

model for the plant model described in Sec. 3.1. However, SCM is rather118

complex and hence may not be suitable for online estimation [2]. An overview119

of SCM can be found in [4, 12]. Briefly, SCM relies on descretization of the120

terrain and based upon the deformations at each node, determines relevant121

stresses that are then integrated to obtain the tire contact force. Second, a122

dynamic Bekker-based surrogate to SCM is used to generate training data for123

the neural network, as well as serve as a comparison to the neural network124

performance. More information on this model can be found in [2]. Finally,125

due to the lack of twice continuous differentiability of this second model, a126

neural network is developed as the third terramechanics model and as one of127

the original contributions of the paper. This model is explained further next.128

In this work, Latin hypercube sampling is utilized to generate a set of inputs129

for training a feedforward neural network. Based upon the Bekker-based SCM130

surrogate described in [2], the inputs considered for the neural network include131

the sinkage exponent, slip ratio, slip angle, tire velocity, load, and change in132

steering angle, because these variables have been demonstrated to impact the133

force generation at the tire terrain interface. Out of these neural network inputs,134

the only input corresponding to the terrain parameters is the sinkage exponent135

and the other terrain parameters (cohesion, internal friction angle, etc.) are136

assumed to be at their nominal values based upon the given terrain type as137

described and justified in Sec. 2.2, and hence do not vary.138

A Latin hypercube sampling approach of the network inputs, with the ranges139

given in Table 1, is used in developing the data set for training the neural140
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Table 1: Neural network input space.

Input Range
Sinkage exponent 0.2–1.3 (-)

Slip ratio -0.9–0.9 (-)
Slip angle -1–1 (rad)

Longitudinal velocity 2–10 (m/s)
Load 1000–5000 (N)

Change in steering angle -0.5–0.5 (rad)

network. The input ranges are determined from the vehicle states obtained141

from the simulations discussed in Sec. 4. The network targets are generated142

by propagating the Latin hypercube samples through the Bekker-based SCM143

surrogate model of [2]. Once the data is generated, the data set is split into144

70% training, 15% validation, and 15% test sets. Then, the MATLAB Deep145

Learning toolbox is used to train the network through Bayesian regularization146

backpropagation, a mean squared error performance function, and hyperbolic147

tangent sigmoid transfer functions. 50 neural networks are trained and the148

network with the best performance is selected as the surrogate terramechanics149

model. Preliminary explorations of the network and training set size suggest150

that 3 layers of 30 neurons with approximately 10,000 Latin hypercube samples151

achieves sufficient performance for the purposes of terrain estimation.152

The above approach considers the training of the front tire. For the rear tire,153

the steering angle is fixed and hence the input of change in steering angle can154

be removed. By removing this input it is possible to reduce the complexity of155

the neural network, i.e. the number of layers and neurons, as the contributions156

of this input no longer need to be modeled. This in turn can improve the157

computational efficiency of evaluating the networks. Based upon this note, a158

network of 2 layers and 20 neurons is found to yield suitable performance for159

the rear tire.160
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2.2. Terrain Estimation161

In this work, the estimated terrain parameter is chosen to be the sinkage162

exponent, as the Bekker-based terramechanics models have been shown to ex-163

hibit a higher sensitivity to it compared to other terrain parameters [4, 2]. The164

remaining terrain parameters are set to nominal values based upon the spe-165

cific terrain type, which can be obtained from terrain classification algorithms166

[6, 23]. To estimate the sinkage exponent, an unscented Kalman filter (UKF)167

is utilized as described in [2], but with the difference that the neural network168

model described above is employed for estimation instead of the Bekker-based169

SCM surrogate of [2]. Essentially, the UKF follows a predictor corrector scheme,170

where (1) predictions are performed by a 3-DoF bicycle model appended with171

the sinkage exponent, and (2) correction is performed based upon measurements172

of the vehicle states. The UKF then utilizes the uncertainties associated with173

the 3-DoF bicycle model and measurements to determine the best estimate.174

Further information on the general UKF description can be found in [22, 11].175

While many other estimation techniques are available, the UKF is used in this176

work, because it was found to be a suitable balance between computational177

efficiency and accuracy [2].178

3. Vehicle Models179

In this work, two vehicle models are used: an 11-DoF model acting as the180

plant, and a simplified 3-DoF bicycle model that serves for vehicle predictions181

in the estimator. These models are summarized next.182

3.1. Plant Model183

The physical vehicle in the simulation-based validation of the proposed sur-184

rogate model and terrain estimator is modeled through an 11-DoF notional185

military vehicle with SCM as the terramechanics model in Chrono software186
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Table 2: Measurement standard deviations used for sensor simulation.

State Noise (σ)
x 1.2 (m)
y 1.2 (m)
ψ 0.0175 (rad)
u 0.25 (m/s)
v 0.25 (m/s)
ωz 0.0175 (rad/s)

Table 3: Terrain parameters for the simulated terrain [19].

Parameter Symbol Clay
Cohesive modulus kc 13200 (N/mn+1)
Frictional modulus kφ 692200 (N/mn+2)
Sinkage exponent n 0.5 (–)

Shear deformation modulus k 0.01 (m)
Cohesion c 4140 (Pa)

Internal friction angle φ 0.2269 (rad)

[21]. The vehicle is composed of a double wishbone suspension, rack-pinion187

steering, 4-wheel drive, and a simple powertrain without a torque converter or188

transmission [2]. Random additive Gaussian noise is then added to the states189

reported by the plant to simulate sensor noise and acts as the measurement in190

the UKF. Table 2 lists the standard deviations used in the noise model for each191

state. This represents a worse-case scenario, as actual sensors typically offer192

lower noise levels [18].193

3.2. Bicycle Model194

A vehicle model is necessary for predicting the future vehicle states in the195

UKF of Sec. 2.2. In this work, a 3-DoF bicycle model with forward Euler196

integration is utilized due to the model’s ability to maintain a proper level of197

fidelity and efficiency for short-horizon predictions [14, 2]. The bicycle model is198
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given as follows:199

żb =



u cosψ − (v + Lfωz) sinψ

u sinψ + (v + Lfωz) cosψ

wz

ax

(Fyf + Fyr)/Mt − uωz

(FyfLf − FyrLr)/Izz


(1)

where the state vector, zb, is defined as200

zb :=



x

y

ψ

u

v

ωz


=



global x position of front axle

global y position of front axle

yaw angle

longitudinal velocity

lateral velocity

yaw rate


(2)

and Mt is the vehicle mass, Izz is the vehicle’s yaw moment of inertia, and Lf201

and Lr are the distance from the vehicle’s center of gravity to the front and202

rear axles, respectively. Finally, Fyf and Fyr are the front and rear tire lateral203

forces acting on the vehicle, as reported from the neural network terramechanics204

model.205

4. Results and Discussion206

In this section, the performances of the neural network terramechanics model207

and the estimator are evaluated. Evaluation is performed on two fronts: (1)208

the ability of the terramechanics model and estimator to accurately predict209

tire forces and the sinkage exponent, respectively, and (2) the impact these210

estimated parameters have on improving the prediction capability of the 3-DoF211
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vehicle model. The first evaluation provides insight into the performance of212

the neural network in predicting tire forces and estimating terrain parameters,213

while the second provides an assessment of the estimation algorithm’s utility for214

future use in model predictive control schemes.215

To maintain consistency and a fair comparison with the terramechanics216

model proposed in [2], the same clay Chrono simulation is used in the eval-217

uation studies. Briefly, the simulation is performed with the plant model of218

Sec. 3.1 operating on a clay-like SCM terrain. The parameters used in repre-219

senting the clay terrain are given in Table 3. The vehicle is then subjected to220

sinusoidal steering commands, steering fully in both directions, and sinusoidal221

throttle commands such that non-constant speed is achieved. Once the simula-222

tion completes, the data is corrupted with the noise described in Section 3.1 to223

simulate sensors. More information on the simulation settings and the steering224

and velocity profiles can be found in [2].225

Table 4 summarizes the estimation results, including the initial guess, true226

sinkage exponent used in SCM, its estimated value and the percent error for227

the Bekker-based SCM surrogate of [2] and the neural network terramechanics228

model using the Chrono simulation on clay terrain. Here, the estimated value229

is taken to be the converged value at the end of the simulation. As can be230

seen, in both cases the estimator performs relatively well and estimates the231

parameter within 4% of its true value. However, it is worth noting, as shown in232

Fig. 1, that the neural network (black dashed line) appears to converge much233

faster to the true terrain parameter as compared to the model of [2] (blue solid234

line), which could prove beneficial in time critical applications, e.g. immediate235

obstacle avoidance. These findings suggest that the neural network is preferred236

for terrain estimation, since it can achieve the same level of estimation accuracy237

as compared to the Bekker based model of [2] while also converging at a faster238
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Table 4: Performance comparison between neural network and Bekker-based SCM surrogate
model in terms of estimated value of and estimation errors in the sinkage exponent n on clay
terrain. Bekker-based SCM surrogate results are from [2].

Model Initial guess True val. Est. val. % error
Bekker based [2] 0.7 0.5 0.519 3.8%
Neural network 0.7 0.5 0.485 3%

Figure 1: Simulated sinkage exponent estimation for neural network based terramechanics
model (black dashed line) and Bekker-based model of [2] (blue solid line).

rate and having the beneficial property of twice continuous differentiability.239

Fig. 2 shows the lateral forces acting on the vehicle body given by SCM240

and the neural network running within the estimator. Fig. 2a uses the 3 layer241

30 neuron network for the front tire, while Fig. 2b uses a 2 layer 20 neuron242

network for the rear tire, as discussed in Sec. 2.1. For both the front and rear243

tire, the forces predicted by the neural network are reasonable as compared244

to SCM with a root-mean-squared-error of 201.3 N and 236.9 N for the front245

and rear tire respectively. It should be noted that these forces are obtained246

from the sinusoidal vehicle simulation on clay, as discussed at the beginning of247

this section, and hence are completely different data than that generated by248

LHS in training the neural network. As such, the good agreement observed in249
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Table 5: Mean squared error over entire simulation with 2.5 second prediction horizon for
neural network and Bekker SCM surrogate.

Model Neural Network SCM Surrogate [2]

State n=0.485 n=0.7 n=0.519 n=0.7

x 0.058 (m) 0.405 (m) 0.037 (m) 0.01 (m)
y 0.027 (m) 0.76 (m) 0.022 (m) 0.15 (m)
ψ 8.68e-04 (rad) 0.026 (rad) 2.45e-04 (rad) 0.0089 (rad)
u 1.33e-04(m/s) 1.33e-04 (m/s) 1.33e-04 (m/s) 1.33e-04 (m/s)
v 0.0047 (m/s) 0.025 (m/s) 0.0047(m/s) 0.15 (m/s)
ωz 0.0018 (rad/s) 0.026 (rad/s) 9.01e-04 (rad/s) 0.023 (rad/s)

Fig. 2 suggests the network is able to generalize beyond its training and can250

potentially be applied to an MPC scheme. Furthermore, the peak computational251

time for a single UKF iteration of the neural network terramechanics model and252

estimator is 7.3 ms, whereas the peak computation time for the Bekker-based253

SCM surrogate is 10.5 ms on equivalent machines running MATLAB R2017a254

[2]. An optimized C++ version of the neural network and estimator has a255

peak computation time of 0.6 ms. Finally, the estimator calls the bicycle model256

17 times per UKF step, meaning the bicycle model, and neural network, can257

be evaluated efficiently and are conducive to real-time applications. As such,258

the results favor the accuracy, computational efficiency, and twice continuous259

differentiability of the neural network over the Bekker based model of [2].260

To assess the applicability of the proposed estimator and neural network for261

predictive applications, the bicycle model, with the neural network parameter-262

ized by the converged estimates, is used to predict the bicycle states approx-263

imately 2.5 s into the future. This is chosen to mimic the procedure used by264

MPC and a full description is given in [2].265

Table 5 gives the mean squared error (MSE) for a 2.5 second prediction266

with the bicycle model utilizing the neural network terramechanics model and267

the model reported in [2] for both the initial guess and converged value of the268
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Figure 2: Simulated SCM and neural network lateral forces from estimation.
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Figure 3: Chrono simulation for an AGV on SCM clay terrain with true vehicle positions
from Chrono (blue solid line), bicycle model parameterized by n = 0.485 (red dashed line),
and bicycle model parameterized by initial terrain guess n = 0.7 (black dotted line) over an
approximately 2.5 s prediction horizon.

sinkage exponent. The baseline for this error calculation is the 11-DoF Chrono269

simulation. As can be seen, utilizing the converged sinkage exponent for the270

neural network significantly reduces the MSE in the state prediction, in some271

cases by an order of magnitude. Comparing the state errors associated with272

the converged sinkage exponent for the neural network and the Bekker-based273

SCM surrogate, it can be seen that the errors of the neural network are slightly274

larger than that of the Bekker-based SCM surrogate; however, the errors for275

both models are quite close in general. These results suggest that the neural276

network terramechanics model can be suitable for estimation and is better suited277

for application in control due to its comparable accuracy to the Bekker-based278

SCM surrogate and increased efficiency and twice continuous differentiability.279

Furthermore, the reduction in prediction error achieved through the estimated280

parameters can potentially achieve better performing model predictive naviga-281

tion and control.282

The increased performance of the bicycle model utilizing the estimated ter-283
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rain parameter for the neural network is depicted in Fig. 3. The position284

predictions of the bicycle model for the estimated terrain parameter n = 0.485285

(red dashed line) are much closer to the true Chrono simulation (blue solid line)286

as compared using the initial guess n = 0.7 for the sinkage exponent (black287

dotted line). It is anticipated that this improved position accuracy can be ben-288

eficial to autonomous obstacle avoidance and lane keeping tasks using MPC.289

Assessing these expected benefits systematically is subject to future work.290

5. Conclusion291

This paper considers AGVs operating on off-road deformable terrains and292

presents a novel neural network terramechanics model and its implementation293

within a terrain estimation algorithm. The novelty is in the sense that the294

neural network is twice continuously differentiable, hence allowing for efficient295

implementation in MPC frameworks. Furthermore, the neural network achieves296

comparable accuracy to state-of-the-art dynamic terramechanics models while297

reducing the peak computation time. The results suggest the neural network298

terramechanics model is able to predict tire lateral forces with sufficient accu-299

racy for the problem of terrain estimation. It is shown that the neural network300

is able to estimate the sinkage exponent with comparable accuracy to state-of-301

the-art terramechanics models while also satisfying the functional constraints302

of optimization based control (i.e., differentiability) and reduced computational303

time. Finally, it is demonstrated that the estimated terrain parameters can304

significantly reduce the prediction errors of a 3-DoF bicycle model when the305

neural network terramechanics model is parameterized according to the esti-306

mated sinkage exponent. Therefore, it is concluded that the neural network307

terramechanics model and its implementation within the estimator are an im-308

portant advancement toward off-road AGVs.309
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Future work includes implementing the neural network model and estima-310

tion algorithm within MPC to assess the proposed architecture’s utility. It is311

also of interest to experimentally validate the neural-network-based estimation312

algorithm.313
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